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SOLUTION OVERVIEW 
Managing EHS compliance can be challenging, 
especially for organizations with complex and 
varied regulatory obligations. To effectively manage 
compliance, EHS leaders must stay up-to-date with the 
regulations that impact their operations, understand 
the requirements, and ensure compliance tasks are 
scheduled and completed on time. 

With a unique combination of regulatory content 
and easy-to-use software, Dakota Profiler helps 
organizations identify which of the tens of thousands 
of action-forcing requirements are applicable to their 
locations, facilities, and pieces of equipment. Its 
continually updated regulatory database notifies site 
leaders of relevant changes, helping them maintain 
accurate Regulatory Registers. Recurring tasks, linked to 
related citations, can be scheduled to create up-to-date, 
site-specific Compliance Calendars. 

Determine which regulations 
apply to your facilities 

Monitor and proactively address 
relevant regulatory changes 

Maintain accurate Legal Registers 
for ISO Certifications

Provide clarity with links to a 
plain-language Regulatory Library 

Schedule recurring tasks against 
site and company requirements

EHS Compliance 
Planning
Build and maintain forward-
looking compliance assurance 
programs



Related Solutions

Action Item Management 

EHS Audit & Inspection 
Management

Incident & Event Management

Behavior-based Safety

Training & Learning 
Management

Sustainability Tracking & 
Reporting
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“A Dakota regulatory alert notified 
us that six of our facilities may be 
impacted by a new EPA requirement. 
This prompted us to take proactive 
measures to ensure compliance.”

Identify all regulatory obligations
Leveraging Dakota’s Regulatory Database, Profiler’s Decision-Tree-
LogicSM, uses yes–no questions to guide users in the creation of 
site-specific Compliance Profiles. Local requirements, permits, and 
organizational policies can be added by users and international 
requirements are available through Dakota’s regulatory partners.

Plan recurring compliance tasks
Grouped by regulatory domain, tasks can be created for each regulation 
that applies to a facility. Profiler keeps track of the citations included 
in your tasks so you can be assured that your compliance plans are 
comprehensive. Task occurrences can be tracked and analyzed in 
Dakota Tracer, providing a holistic view of enterprise-wide compliance.

Stay informed as regulations change
To help you prepare for coming changes, Profiler sends Regulatory Alert 
emails whenever relevant changes are published in the Federal Register. 
Each month, as Dakota’s regulatory database is updated, Profiler uses 
visual indicators to highlight specific regulatory changes and prompt 
review of affected applicability responses and related compliance tasks. 

Onboard Regulatory Content
Fueled by an integrated regulatory database, Dakota Profiler helps 
organizations address local compliance while synchronizing global EHS 
programs. This plain-language library covers U.S. EPA, OSHA, DOT, and 
other agencies and drives ongoing compliance by clarifying complex 
subject matter and notifying site leaders of relevant regulatory changes.

Dakota’s in-house analysts continually refine 
and enrich the Regulatory Database ensuring 
your site staff are informed of relevant changes.
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